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New features

▶ **Media resources on itsoc.org**
  ▶ Operational on development server
  ▶ Minor technical details to figure out (avoiding broken links)
  ▶ Re-encoding of some videos in progress

▶ **IEEE.tv**
  ▶ Still waiting official feedback
  ▶ IEEE ads may appear
  ▶ Need to test embedding in website
Pareja and Social Media

- **Pareja**
  - Last backup archived by Online Committee
  - September should be last month of hosting with web.com

- **Social media**
  - Will experiment further before advertising publicly
Road ahead

- Move media resources to website
  - ISITs (2006 and later), Schools, ITWs, Student events, Withits
  - ~ 3-6 months
  - Video re-encoding in progress

- Develop documentation
  - Ease transition for future Online Editor
  - Simplify job of School organizers, Chapter chairs, etc.